DOUBLE Your Traffic
& Visibility
With Only $25 Facebook Ads

intro
When you connect your Linked In Strategy to your Facebook
Business page, you'll lower your ad costs, increase your
reach and gain the traction you really want at a fraction of
the cost!
We already gave you the first strategy to build your LinkedIn
connections without spending a dime. If you didn't get that
and want it...email Kristy@1socialbuzz.com and I will send it
to you!
An integrated DIY Social Media Strategy can be
overwhelming to implement (never mind double your traffic
& visibility) without losing money. That's why this is
the perfect addition to your DIY Social Media Strategy!..

With Our top secret formula
DISCOVER EXACTLY HOW to write Facebook Post
copy to increase clicks and sales
REVEAL The 7 Step Formula that makes people want
to learn more
GAIN EXPOSURE, VISIBILITY & REACH using this
simple viral DIY formula!

There isn't a business that can't thrive from
Marketing Online.
If you are looking for some simple beginner quick
fixes that will enable you to increase your online
visibility without spending any money....make sure
you are consistently doing these 6 Things::
Here are six simple beginner-friendly ways to
improve your online visibility.
Learn proper on-page optimization. ...
Publish regular blog content. ...
Get active on a few social media networks. ...
Run targeted Facebook ads. ...
Guest blog on relevant websites. ...
Encourage your customers to leave online revie
ws.

There's a TOTAL art to crafting bullets that drive
sales, and if you learn how to do it well, you can be
persuasive without resorting to hype.
It is important that Your bullets can be written in
your brand's voice and style (even in "boring" or
"straight-laced" industries) and still escalate desire
and drive action.
In the next several pages, we are going to show
you the SECRET SAUCE BEHIND the EXACT 7-step
process for writing Sales Boosting Bullets That
Take Your Copy From Boring To Brillant!

READY...SET...LETS ROLL!
Ramping Up Sales Copy
Means crafting some sales-boosting bullets that
will add interest, curiosity, desire & motivation to
act.
Here are the 7-Exact Steps Unleashed
Identify your biggest benefits.
Sell a feeling. Emotion drives sales..
Write your bullets, turning each benefit into a teaser.
Make sure you bullet starts with a verb.
Fix them. Keep working with them until they drive home the
exact points that will motivate readers to ACT.
Arrange your list for maximum impact, with your strongest
benefits at the top and your weakest bullets in the middle.
Now that they're in order, vary their length and format. (You
don't want your readers bored and leaving your document)
Add your bullets to your sales copy and create transitions into
and out of them.

Benefits Formula

There is a formula to the art of creating the perfect bullets for
your copy. Don't try to format all your bullets the same. It's
actually preferable to vary their length and structure. Here are 5
ways to begin:
With a number
With an action verb
With "how to" or "why"
Structure some bullets as a phrase, others as sentences.
Incomplete sentences are totally okay.
Use parentheses to add conversational asides and additional
information, such as page numbers or modules where
information is found, or features that make the benefit possible.

Your 7 Step Checklist For Bringing Your Bullets
From Boring to Brillian...

Use this checklist to ensure that you are building a
powerful bullet structure that is cohesive with your
social media copy.
Do your bullets focus on the unique benefits
and solutions your business provides?
Does Each Bullet Start With A Verb?
Do You Include a intro explaining how to use
the listed items?
Did you get specific enough with the details?
Did you transition from the bullet section back
into the copy?
Do your bullets evoke emotion?
Are your bullets varied in length?

Arrange Your List
The beginning and end of any list are where people tend to
focus their attention. That being the case, it's important to
put your strongest bullets at the beginning of your list, and
your weakest bullets in the middle.
Review your bullets and arrange them:
Put your strongest, most compelling bullets are at the top of
your list.
Put your next strongest bullets at the end of your list.
Put your weakest bullets in the middle.
Start strong so you can overcome objections and dispel
skepticism right away.
End strong because people will start to focus again at the end
of a list.
On the next page we are going to share the PERFECT LANDING PAGE
COPY from non other then the MASTER of sales pages, Russel Brunson.
This is a sample page where he is offering his book that he shares expert
secrets that will help you share your voice and become an expert leader
that shares his voice.
****NOTE: This is an amazing use of using strong bullets that overcomes
objections and dispels skepticism.
This is also an excellent use of compelling bullets.that make the reader
want to take actionn.

Perfect Landing Page Bullets
Your message has the ability to change someone’s life.
The impact that the right message can have on someone at the
right time in their life is immeasurable.
It could help to save marriages, turn tears into laughter, change
someone’s health, grow a company or more…
But only if you know how to get it into the hands of the people
whose lives you have been called to change.
Expert Secrets will help you find your voice and give you the
confidence to become a leader…
Expert Secrets will show you how to build a mass movement
of people whose lives you can affect…
Expert Secrets will teach you how to make this calling a
career, where people will pay you for your advice…
As Sir Winston Churchill once said:
To each there comes in their lifetime a special moment when they are
figuratively tapped on the shoulder and offered the chance to do a very special
thing, unique to them and fitted to their talents.
What a tragedy if that moment finds them unprepared or unqualified for that
which could have been their finest hour.
Your message matters, and this workbook
is your figurative tap on the shoulder.

Perfect BUllets FB Ads

Light your Facebook Ad Copy Up with the dynamic use of emoji
to enable emotion & drive emotion.
If ever you have the chance to take BULLET POINTS from
BORING TO BRILLIANT it is now!
On the next page you will get the exact copy we used to drive
you to this purchase this VERY PDF.
We used an example of putting our strongest points at the top
and bottom of the bulleted points.
1. We put our weakest....(but still crazy strong point) in the
center.
2. We used action words at the front of each point.
3. We used benefits, customers love these!
4. We gave you an exact ad format that you have permission to
copy and massage to fit your business needs.
5. We started with our STRONGEST point first.
PRO TIP:..don't forget to add a picture to your copy that
resonates specifically with your target audience and what you
are selling....

Perfect BUllets FB Ads

>>>Wealthy Woman Warriors<<<
Does running your own business feel AMAZING? Are you wearing a lot of hats and
ROCKIN' each one LIKE A BOSS?
Are you marketing on your own or do you have a team of experts behind you
driving engagement and sales to your lead magnets and funnels?
You probably do....but if you are a SMALL BUSINESS OWNER trying to write SALES
COPY, Blog Posts, & Facebook Ads on your own you might need this:
The Wealthy Woman Warrior's Secret Sauce:
Our Simple 7 Step Formula For Writing Sales Boosting Bullets That Take Your
Copy From Boring To Brillant!
Get Early Access &
DISCOVER EXACTLY HOW to write Facebook Ad copy to increase clicks and sales
REVEAL The 7 Step Formula that makes people want to learn more
GAIN EXPOSURE, VISIBILITY & REACH using this simple viral DIY formula!
>>> Comment YES! I Want the 7 Step Formula Below & Get Our Early Bird
Release....We will send our loyal tribe members access before opening it up to the
general public.

Brilliant Bullets
What would blog posts, sales letters, and bad presentations be
without BULLETS?
We are going to share our closing thoughts and give you some
Pro Tips to upscale your copy with some marketing Brilliance...
(thanks for enduring to the end...)

Pro-Tips For Using Bullets In Your Marketing
There are 5 cardinal rules for general bullet engagement that convey your
points clearly and make them Ultimately Brilliant:
Express a clear benefit and promise to the reader. That’s right… they’re
mini-headlines. They encourage the scanning reader to go back into the
real meat of your content, or go forward with your call to action.
Keep your bullet points symmetrical if possible; meaning, one line each,
two lines each, etc. It’s easier on the eyes and therefore easier on the
reader.
Avoid bullet clutter at all costs. Do not get into a detailed outline jumble of
subtitles, bullets and sub-bullets. Bullets are designed for clarity, not
confusion.
Practice parallelism. Keep your bullet groups thematically related, begin
each bullet with the same part of speech, and maintain the same
grammatical form.
Remember that bullets (like headlines) are not necessarily sentences. If
you want to write complete sentences, stick with a paragraph or a
numbered list.

